
For Chris Plantan, paper has always been personal.
"I was always looking for the most interesting paper
products I could find because it was so fun to walk
into a meeting and have the coolest pad of paper in
the room," the 45-year-old Minneapolis-based entre-
preneur says. "And when I couldn't find any I liked, I
ended up making my own."

When Plantan' s son and daughter—now 13 and
15—started middle school, she made folders and note-
pads for them, too. "1 was like, 'You are not carrying a
Britney Spears or a Michael Jordan binder to school!'"
Plantan says. "So they started carrying notebooks and
binders I made lor them."

Soon Plantan, whose background was in architec-
ture, decided there weren't enough paper companies

that offered well-designed office and school supplies.
So in 2001, she launched russell+hazel, a paper-prod-
ucts company, named after her grandparents, that
combined smart design with high function.

The product line hit stores two years later, during
the 2002-2003 back-to-school season. This year, the
company's revenue will surpass a million dollars. "We
found a niche," Plantan says, explaining the company's
rapid success. "We wanted to make well-designed
school and office supplies at affordable prices."

While russell+hazel cont inues to thrive, Plantan
and a handful of her creative cronies (including some
from graphic design/brand agency Kilter, which shares
an office with russell+hazel and handles the company's
marketing) have recently partnered with Smead Man-
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ufacturing to create a new line of office supplies called
M.O. aimed at the SOHO set (small-office/home-
office workers). With Smead's ability to manufacture
and distribute on a mass level, M.O. is a brand that
will be more accessible to large audiences.

"We don't want russell+hazel to lose its boutique
appeal," Plantan explains. "So we look at russell+hazel
as sort of an incubator or lab, while the M.O. line
is our more high-performance, high-function line of
office products," M.O. products will soon be available
in retail chains such as Barnes & Noble and Crate and
Barrel, while the russell+hazel line remains a boutique
brand. For Plantan, it's the best of both worlds.

But Plantan isn't the only creative who's cracked
this tricky paper niche. A handful of other entrepre-
neurs—some with backgrounds in graphic design and
others with experience in related fields—are making
a name for themselves in the world of paper products.

LET IT SNOW
Ebony Snow Hurr, owner/creative director of Snow &
Graham in Chicago, is one of them. Her company's
high-end stationery products—featuring letterpress
printing and delicate illustrations that hark back to a
nostalgic age of formal etiquette and social correspon-
dence—are available in all 50 states, carried in more
than 1,200 boutiques.

"There's been a huge rise in the number of people
who are creating more sophisticated paper goods,"
says Hurr, who studied printmaking and sculpture at
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. "And as
everyone's tastes get better, there's a higher demand for
high-end, well-designed stuff. The more sophisticated
paper products there arc out there, the better it is for
all of us, because it means we can do more exciting
things and find a market, a buyer, for those products."

Four years ago, Snow & Graham began making
handcrafted, custom-made note cards and stationery
that often featured highly specialised production ele-
ments, including die-cuts, grommets and hat ribbons.
But as the company grew, it streamlined production—

and stopped taking custom orders—in order to keep
up with the demand from boutique outlets. "The nice
"thing about sticking with smaller retailers is that the\
make a commitment to your product and they mer-
chandise it really well," Hurr says. For example, Kate's
Paperie, a specialty shop with five locations in New
York City, has become a mainstay distributor for Snow
& Graham.

WHO'S THERE
What's really cool about a store like Kates is that, along
with delicate, gorgeous paper products, the shop also
carries wares from Knock Knock, a Venice, CA-based
company that creates quirky, tongue-in-cheek statio-
nery for customers with a modern sense of humor.

"There's a real niche for these kinds of products in
boutiques, because there's so much blandification and
presale censorship in national retail chains," says Jen
Bilik, the creative genius who leads the Knock Knock
team of 10. The company's irreverent stationery ranges
from multiple-choice letters and silly greeting cards to
flashcard gift sets that provide humorous tutelage in
such pop-culture subjects as slang, therapy and sex.

"I think people are a lot smarter than the main-
stream market gives them credit for," Bilik says. "Our
lives are complicated. So we're making greeting cards
that tell the truth, acknowledging when people get
dumped or get fired. People can identify with them."

January marked Knock Knock's three-year anniver-
sary; last year, the company grossed about $2.4 million
on products that cost, on average, under $6, Bilik says.
The company started with a mere 13 SKUs in 2002;
now Knock Knock has 284 SKUs and 13 sales reps,
including one in Canada and two in the U.K. The
company sells its products through retail outlets and
via its own e-commerce site (knockknock.biz), which
grossed about $250,000.

Natch, it takes a lot of work and a whole lot of busi-
ness savvy to get it done, Bilik explains. "There are lots
of considerations in terms of scale when it comes to
wholesaling, and that makes this very difficult to do on

SNOW & GRAHAM
Snow & Graham offers some
products—such as the coast-
ers and flat cards and some
of the holiday lines—that
feature special die-cutting.
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K N O C K K N O C K
Knock Knock's humor feeds
into our shared modern neu-
roses: from writing pro/con
lists for every decision we
make to not having enough
time to write real letters any-
more. "Our products have an
introspective, psychological
point of view, and sometimes
they make fun of the corre-
spondence itself," owner Jen
Bilik says. "I think people like
the sense of humor, and they
like handling our products,
the way they feel '

a part-time basis and very difficult to do without capi-
tal investment," says B i l ik , who worked in publishing,
earning "desk-side internships" with such design giants
as Mirko llic and Pentagram, before starting Knock
Knock. "I think people really underestimate how much
business this involves. I talk to a lot of designers who
just want to design cool stuff. They fantasize about
being able to sell their designs to another company
who can manufacture and distribute their products,
but it's really hard to elicit that interest."

SNAP, CRACKLE, POP
Charles Anderson knows exactly how hard it is. His
firm, Charles S.Anderson Design in Minneapolis, has
seen immense success in its 26 years in the graphic
design business, but Anderson says he's wanted to
launch a self-sustaining product line for probably 20 of
those years. "Oh sure, we've been close a few times,"
Anderson says, "but the big hump for us has been get-
ting stuff into the mainstream consumer culture."

The CSA image bank offers about 20,000 retro
images online (csaimages.com) and there are another
100,000 or so that Anderson and his staff of seven are
creating, finessing and tweaking. "What we're hoping
to do is license the images to manufacturers who can
create the products and get them to the consumer,"
Anderson explains.

The firm's Pop Ink website (popink.com) fea-
tures prototype products—purses, plates, books, sta-
tionery, trash cans, pillows, T-shirts, beach towels,
note cards—adorned with the catchy vintage illustra-

tions the firm has been collecting for more than 20
years. While Anderson has had some success in past
years with a handful of "designy" products—watches,
cologne, posters, apparel—none of them has been
mass-produced.

"I think lots of designers are interested in launch-
ing product lines on the side, both paper products and
3D," Anderson says, "because as a service industry,
we're just getting killed. Prices are getting squeezed
because there are so many designers out there who
will do it for practically nothing—and that's a real
problem. So finding another way to make money is a
mechanism for our survival."

The Pop Ink site went live in January; CSA Design
also has a deal lined up with Harry N. Abrams, an
illustrated-book publisher, to mass-produce a series
of books and note cards that will help get the Pop Ink
brand out there. Its worth the struggle, Anderson says,
if they can break into the mainstream.

"[At CSA] we've always been interested in design
more as a product than a service," he says, "and we see
Pop Ink as a way to make that happen, a way for us to
put good design, good art, out in the world."
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